
Action Camera SJCAM SJ8 Pro Ref: 6972476168130
Action Camera SJCAM SJ8 Pro

SJCAM SJ8 Pro sports camera
Are you looking for a sports camera that will allow you to capture dynamic shots and take breathtaking images? Whether you are already
an expert in your field or just starting out behind the camera, SJCAM's proposal will meet your expectations. The SJ8 Pro allows you to
create video footage in 4K/60FPS quality and take photos that can reach up to 12MP in sharpness. It offers a variety of modes, and the
field of view is as high as 170°. Also noteworthy are distortion correction, 8x zoom, 6-axis gyroscope and compact size of the device.
 
Stunning image quality
Feel  like  a  professional  and  create  impressive  content.  The  SJ8  Pro  camera  provides  a  170°  viewing  angle  with  distortion  correction,
captures  4K/60FPS  video  and  takes  12MP  photos.  With  an  8x  zoom,  you  can  easily  create  gripping  footage  and  take  richly  detailed
photos. Stabilization during recording is provided by a 6-axis gyroscope.
 
Various modes of operation
Are you conducting live broadcasts? Do you record vlogs? Or do you travel often and care about capturing stunning scenery? The SJ8 Pro
offers several modes of operation, making it perfect for a variety of scenarios. There will be 6 recording modes at your disposal, including
Normal, Time-lapse, Slow Video, Video + Photo, Car and Loop. What's more, the camera also provides 3 shooting modes - Single, Interval
and Continuous. Let your creativity run wild and create footage without limits!
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User-friendly
To  make  recording  with  the  SJCAM  sports  camera  as  comfortable  as  possible,  the  device  is  equipped  with  two  screens:  a  2.33"  rear
screen with touch control function and a 0.96" front screen. Both will provide you with convenient access to the results of your work. The
device  has  a  compact  design  and  is  extremely  lightweight,  so  it  fits  perfectly  in  your  hand.  You  can  use  the  SJ8  Pro  for  many  hours
without experiencing discomfort.
 
Record underwater
Realize your every creative invention with the SJCAM. The included waterproof case allows you to record interesting scenes underwater.
You can submerge yourself with the SJ8 Pro to a depth of up to 30 meters. Worried that the colors of your shots won't be vivid enough?
Don't be, you can easily adjust the white balance to suit your needs. Underwater mode is available, as well as Auto, Daylight, Cloudy,
Tungsten and Fluorescent. Opt for originality and surprise others with your materials!
 
Powerful battery
Don't worry that the SJ8 Pro camera will discharge while recording important footage. The device is equipped with a powerful lithium-ion
battery  with  a  capacity  of  1200 mAh.  As  a  result,  you  can  freely  record  videos  in  4K/60FPS quality  for  70  minutes.  Want  to  save  the
recorded footage? You can use a micro SD memory card with a maximum capacity of 256GB (not included) to do so. This way you can go
back to previous recordings and track your own progress. Record special moments and preserve priceless memories!
 
Additional facilities
Enhance your experience with the dedicated SJCAM ZONE app and enjoy remote control of the camera. What's more, the device can also
be operated with a remote control (to be purchased separately). The SJ8 Pro operates in the 2.4GHz and 5GHz Wi-Fi band. Forget about
interference and enjoy smooth operation!
 
Included:
Sports camera x1
Waterproof case without base x1
Waterproof base x1
Buckle for waterproof shell x1
Waterproof case with back cover x1
Waterproof case x1
Round base x1
Round handle x1
Helmet base x1
Long adapter x1
Short adapter x1
Vertical adapter x1
Spare protective cover x1
Data cable x1
3M sticker x2
Wiping cloth x1
Protective lens case x1
SJCAM sticker x2
Manufacturer
SJCAM
Model
SJ8 Pro
Video resolution
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4K 60/50/30/25/24FPS 4K Ultra 30/24FPS 2.7K 60/50/30/25/24FPS 1440P 60/50/30/25/24FPS 1080P 120/60/50/30/25/24FPS 1080P Ultra
60/30/30FPS 720 240FPS
Image resolution
12MP, 10MP, 8MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP
Video mode
Normal mode, Time-lapse, Slow video, Video+photo, Car mode, Loop video
Photo mode
Single shooting, Interval Shooting, Continuous shooting
Stabilization
6-axis gyroscope
Digital zoom
8x
Field of view
170° with distortion correction
Exposure compensation
'+-2.0 ~ +-0.3
White balance
Auto / Daylight / Cloudy / Tungsten / Fluorescent / Underwater mode
Video format
MP4
Video encoding
H.264 / H.265
Photo format
JPG
Integrated microphone
Yes, x2
External microphone
Type-C (not included, to be purchased separately)
Integrated speaker
Yes
Rear screen size
2,33"
Front screen size
0,96"
Application
SJCAM ZONE
WiFi
2.4/5GHz
Port
USB-C
Battery type
Lithium-ion
Battery capacity
1200mAh / 4.56Wh
Voltage
3,8V
Lifetime
70 min when recording in 4K/60fps
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Other features
Webcam / Live streaming / FPV
Dimensions
62.5 x 41 x 28.8 mm
Weight
80 g
Water resistance
30 m (with case)
Storage
Micro SD card (256GB max.)

Price:

€ 230.99

Photo, Video, Cameras, SJCAM
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